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t’s the season of celebration!
There’ll be lots of people and
parties. This is the season for
thoughtfulness and kindness, as
well. So, let’s plan festive parties
that include choices for everyone,
including family and friends with
diabetes, hypertension or heart
problems. Among the usual favorite dishes, strategically place a
few choices that protect our loved
ones. Just a few things need consideration. Depending on the dish,
substitution of herbs (thyme, rosemary, mint, etc.), or other flavorings
(garlic, onion, ginger, green onion,

celery), or sprinkling a few dried
fruit or toasted nuts on top can add
tastiness. When in doubt, use the
plain food and place seasonings and
flavorings on the table.
Recipes that use sugar, honey,
brown sugar, syrup, molasses,
candy or marshmallows are on the
“to avoid list” for diabetics. You
can either change or exclude these
ingredients or use artificial sweeteners. However, some sweeteners are
best added after, and others during,
the cooking process. Recipe books
using artificial sweeteners can be
purchased or found on their web
sites. It may be easiest to ask the
family or friends who always prepare the special dietary meals for
help. If candied yams are always
included, offer a variety of steamed
sweet potatoes too.
Generally speaking, we use too
much shoyu, salt and “aji” (monosodium glutamate), so be cautious and
use less. This can benefit everyone.
When a guest has high blood pres-

sure, heart problems or diabetes, the
sauces, gravies or marinades need
special attention. Experiment with
favorite family dishes prior to the
party to see what works best. Most
meat or protein foods can still be
roasted, baked, steamed (like fish or
laulau), broiled or grilled. Use only
one of the triad: salt, shoyu or “aji”
in marinades and sauces, then add
herbs like, garlic, ginger, onions,
celery and black pepper, etc., for
great herbal flavors.
Starchy foods are tastier and more
nutritious if you start with “whole,”
or less pre-prepared varieties. Use
whole sweet potatoes, taro, ‘ulu (in
season), yams, white potatoes or
others. Whole grain choices, i.e.,
noodles, bread, cereal or rice offer
more nutrients than the refined
white varieties. A tiny touch of salt,
margarine or butter can be added at
the table by those who do not have
to “watch salt or cholesterol.”
If you are serving steamed rice,
make it the “hapa haole kine,”

Hula study for heart health is launched
By Liza Simon
OHA Public affairs
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he oft-repeated proverb
that “hula is the heartbeat
of the Hawaiian people”
is taking on a new twist
in a medical study that is
looking at whether Hawai‘i’s traditional dance can give a new lease on
life to someone who has undergone
open-heart surgery.
So far, those who are behind the
project, known as Hula Empowering Lifestyle Adaptations, or HELA,
are optimistic. Kumu hula Mäpuana
de Silva, renown for leading Hälau
Mohala ‘Ilima to perennial Merrie
Monarch success, is a cultural
coordinator and instructor for the
hula-based program. She praises
participants in the premier HELA
session earlier this year for accomplishing a feat as commendable as
ascending hula’s most prestigious
stage.
“They all recognize that they have
been to the edge of life. They’ve
faced the fear of dying. They are
determined and motivated to never
go through that again. If hula can
be the catalyst that will make them
realize that their heart is a muscle
and they have to keep it fit, then
they have learned a great lesson,”
said de Silva.
HELA is a joint project of The
Queen’s Medical Center and the
Department of Native Hawaiian
Health at the University of Hawai‘i
John A. Burns School of Medicine
(JABSOM).
Queen’s cardiologist Dr. Todd
Seto, principal investigator for the
study, said HELA was designed
with the help of Dr. Frederic Pashkow, a national expert in cardiac
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Serving rice for a holiday party? Make it the
“hapa haole kine” – a healthier alternative that combines brown and white
rice. - Photo: Blaine Fergerstrom

Coasting into a healthier 2010
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rehabilitation. Seto happily reports
that Pashkow’s preliminary studies
indicate that the medically supervised activities of HELA raised the
oxygen intake of participants, an
important physiological goal that
adheres to national standards for
heart care.
But could HELA exceed conventional approaches in meeting the
ultimate goal of improving quality
and length of life for someone who
has experienced a heart attack? This
is the hope that is being put to the
test in the yearlong HELA project,
which receives funding support
from the National Institutes of
Health.
Seto said that HELA aims to help
in recovery not only from physical
pain but also from the emotional
devastation of a heart attack.
“Unfortunately, the standard used
today by hospitals is to bring the
person back into the hospital for
weekly sessions of supervised exercise on treadmill machines. This
approach just doesn’t resonate with
much of the Hawai‘i population
and the response is typically poor,”
said Seto, stressing that HELA was
conceived as a way to tailor cardiac
rehab to meet a broader range of
patient needs — physical, spiritual,
social and psychological.
Seto said HELA may not only
turn out to be more fulfilling for
patients, it may also eventually
offer care that is more accessible
than the treadmill programs. He
said such programs have been cut
by Hawai‘i hospitals, where they’ve
been deemed too costly and laborintensive to maintain during the
economic downtown.
In addition, Seto said certain
ethnic groups — including Native
Hawaiians — are less likely to be
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referred upon discharge from heart
surgery to any form of out-ofhospital cardiac rehab service even
though these very same groups have
a greater risk for developing serious
complications from cardiovascular disease and are more likely to
experience heart attacks at a much
younger age, when rehab is shown
to be most effective.
“We were all looking for ways
to address these disparities in
Hawaiian heart care,” said medical researcher Mele Look with
JABSOM’s Department of Native
Hawaiian Health, describing the
impetus behind HELA. Look said
she began brainstorming with her
Queen’s colleagues on a project
that would test the effectiveness
of cultural interventions offered
to any Hawai‘i resident still in the
initial steps of recovery after heart
surgery.
Look had reason to believe that
hula could be the basis of such a
program and that Mäpuana de Silva
was the right person to connect the
integrity of hula heritage with the
goals of cardiac rehab. A longtime
member of de Silva’s halau, Look
said the award-winning kumu has
always impressed on her haumäna
that hula has healing powers. “You
enter (de Silva’s) hälau practice, and
you are supported by the sharing
and love of your hula brothers and
sisters,” she observes. At the same
time, Look was confident that de
Silva would have no trouble meshing her teachings with scientific
standards: de Silva has a degree in
physical education and had already
developed a curriculum that integrates stretching exercises and other
principles of injury prevention.
De Silva was excited to be tabbed
for the HELA study. “I have known

a mixture of
whole grain or
brown rice and
enriched white rice. For
families who are learning to eat
brown rice, start with a mixture
that is one-fourth brown rice and
three-fourths enriched white rice.
Over time, increase the brown and
decrease the white rice (i.e., 1/3
to 2/3 cup, 1/2 to 1/2, then, 3/4 to
1/4 cup). Brown rice requires more
water to steam to the preferred local
texture. White rice is steamed using
equal parts of water and rice, that is,
one cup of water to one cup of white
rice. So, for each cup of “hapa haole
kine” (1/4 c. brown rice to 3/4 c.
white rice mixture), add additional
water, 1/4 c., to total 1-1/4 cups of
water. When steaming pure brown
rice, the ratio is 1 cup of brown rice
to 2 cups of water. If the rice is still
not “soft” enough for your family’s
preference, cool the rice cooker
slightly (remove the pot from the
cooker or take the lid off). When
slightly cooled, add more water
to the partially cooked rice and
re-steam until the automatic rice
cooker clicks off.

all along that hula is good for your
health, because it works on so
many levels, opening us to Hawaiian culture, to spiritual growth and
to nature,” said de Silva, adding, “I
never imagined that science would
relax to this point of looking at what
we know from intuition. This is a
milestone for science and culture.”
Both de Silva and Seto agree that
science and culture have found a
good marriage in the HELA project.
The sessions are held three times
weekly at Queen’s Medical Center,
with kumu providing instruction
and nurses and doctors present to
take vital signs at set intervals.
In the debut class, students with
memories of gurneys, ambulances
and the ER still fresh in their minds,
learned to stretch and move rhythmically to the strains of “Puamana,”
the ‘auana mele chosen by de Silva,
because she believed its lyrics written by Aunty Irmgard Aluli about
memories of a Lahaina home provide a sense of universal comfort.
“When I passed out the sheets, participants couldn’t wait to sing,” said
a pleased de Silva. “We all cried the
last day of class,” recalls de Silva,
adding that the tears were from joy.
“The experience of hälau as family
was intensified by the sharing of a
true life and death connection,” she
said.
What is important to de Silva is
the fact that students leave HELA
with a lasting joy of reconnecting
with their bodies. “As long as they
continue on this path, it doesn’t
matter if it’s with hula or something
else that they do to take good care
of themselves,” she said.
Data on the HELA class participants will eventually be compared
to that collected a from a control
group, which is receiving standard
cardiac rehab. Results of the study
will be published in a medical journal. Dr. Seto is confident that this

Cooked vegetables and green
salads add lots of flavor, crunchiness and nutrients to meals. These
foods supply the blood vessels,
eyes, heart and skin with nutrients
to keep them in top shape. Small
amounts of chopped nuts, seeds
and dried fruit (cranberries, raisins)
sprinkled on the leafy greens, carrots, celery, parsley, tomatoes, etc.
make the salads colorful, tasty and
fun. Commercial low-fat, low-sugar
salad dressings, which taste exactly
like the regular versions, abound in
supermarkets.
Desserts made with artificial
sweeteners are available in many
supermarkets and bakeries. Call
and ask your store/bakery manager
about availability. Or, put sliced
fruit or a combination of cut fruit
on the dessert table.
Let’s begin 2010 concentrating on eating with thoughtfulness
regarding our family’s health. 

spotlight on the connection between
hula and heart health will be helpful
to Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians
alike. “I’ve learned that hula means
so many different things to different people. This makes it a more
adaptable activity — something that
will likely to be continued and sustained over a lifetime,” said Seto. 

Get involved
The HELA Project is starting
a new session in January and
is seeking participants. To be
eligible, you must be at least
18 years old and in recovery
from recent open-heart surgery.
For more information, call
Malia Young at 545-8768.

Kumu hula Māpuna de Silva, a HELA
cultural coordinator, smiles as she plays
her ipuheke for Hālau Mohala ‘Ilima Photo: Blaine Fergerstrom
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